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• We need to understand better the types of 
difficulties code  can cause during maintenance and 
how (much) those difficulties impact such outcomes.

code

• During maintenance, many factors can drive the 
costs and the final quality of the product (outcomes). 

Why should we study 
programming-related difficulties?

• If we identify which characteristics in the code 
cause those difficulties, we can have better informed 
strategies to identify and manage technical debt.



The study of technical debt necessarily involves 
technical difficulties!

Here the best way to improve the
situation here is certainly not a better driver, 

a new chasis or more fuel!!
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Great! seems 
as maybe LOC 

is a good 
predictor of effort

What happened 
here?

How we normally go about it...



Maybe the is a ‘magic’ step missing here..

outcomes
(effort, 

defects, etc)

Something
happens 
here...

Maybe the 
absence/presence 

of difficulties?

code 
properties

Researcher
Maintenance Project



When I started looking for taxonomies for 
maintenance difficulties..

The wider
 environment

The containing 
system

The system
(operators and

processes)

The software
product

Code

User knowledge, programmer 
effectiveness, product quality, 
programmer time availability, 
machine requirements, and 
system reliability

Lientz & Swanson

Maintenance management, 
organizational environment, 
personnel factors, and 
system characteristics.

Dekleva

Chapin
Maintenance tasks

Hall / Chen 
Software Process Improvement scenario

Reddy
Configuration Management

Alexander, Ian F. "A taxonomy of stakeholders: Human roles in system development." International Journal of Technology and Human Interaction (IJTHI) 1.1 (2005): 23-59.
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Program comprehension 
difficulties

Webster
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difficulties
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Let’s try to build one! - Methodology

Maintenance Project:
- 3-4 weeks
- Six developers 
- Two companies

Data collection:
- Daily interviews
- Think-aloud sessions
- Observational Log

Data analysis:
- Open and Axial coding



“...while searching of the place to make the 
change, I spent many hours because I had to 

examine many classes...”

Activity: concept location 
Difficulty: time consuming/manual search

Factor: complexity

We used three perspectives when extracting
the difficulties: Activity, Difficulty and Factor



Resulting initial proposal for a taxonomy...

1) Introduction of faults as result of changes
Comprises the introduction of faults to the system 
as result of changes performed in the code. 

2) Confusion and erroneous hypothesis generation
Developers generating an initial hypothesis on the 
behavior of the system or one of its components, 
and subsequently finding contradictory or 
inconsistent evidence. 



Resulting initial proposal for a taxonomy... (part 2)

3) Slow acquisition of overview/
general understanding of the system

Developers spending considerable time 
on getting an overview of the system 
before they feel enough confident on 
the strategies they choose to solve the 
tasks. 

4) Time-consuming information quests
Developers taking considerably long time 
before they could find the relevant information 
for their tasks.



5) Wide-spread (time-consuming) changes:
Situations where developers were forced to perform 
changes in extensive areas of the system, often 
these changes required to manually inspect the 
areas in the code prior to any modifications.

Resulting initial proposal for a taxonomy... (part 3)

Class
A

Class
BChange

Class
CChange

Change and so on...



Reflections on the taxonomy...

➡  Misleading information cues [Wiedenbeck]. 

➡  Maintenance as: Goal-oriented, hypothesis-driven, 
problem-solving. process [Koenemann and S. P. Robertson]

➡  False hypothesis has been reported by [Silito et al.]

Component complexity: no. of distinct 
information cues that must be processed 
simultaneously in the performance of a task. 
[Wood]. 

Intrinsic cognitive load: high element 
interactivity in tasks imposes a high cognitive 
load [Swezller].



Future work
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The wider
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The containing 
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The system
(operators and

processes)

The software
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Code

Dekleva

KarahasanovicWebster

ICSM?
Discussion point: Is there a need for such taxonomy? 

and if yes, how
 can w

e go on about it?
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